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TEXT MAIilPULATION: VIIIA'T'S WRONG WIIH IT AI{YWAY?
Vance Sterrens, Sultan aab@s University

Much hasbeen wriren infavuof textmanipulation as
adevice forpromaing hnguagelearning through CALL. Yet
many in on p'rofession ei&er ignue or disagree with this
apoach. Ihis rticle adfrresses this question in two ways:
firstbyplasentingaratiqralefcthepedagogical vahp oftext
maniputalon, and second by aclnw,ledging the viewpoint
of those who do not accept that rationale.This paper con-
cludes thatthe firstview is atleastplausible andthatthe laner
may reflect a lack of awaercss of the rationale fq text ma-
nipuluion.

WHAT IS TEXT MAI{IPT'LATION?

In textmanipulatiqr, thecomputerhas been programmed
to r€arrange or p€rmut€ t€xt in some way in cder o pre.sant
the leamer with a tool or puzzle. The most economical fqrn
of text manipulation, in terms of coursewae developent
time, is one where the grogram has been designed o use
ASCU (plain, unforrutued) text, so that users can accunulate
text bases from a vaiety of sources and then use thern
interchangeably.

Supporters of text manipulation are
advocates of instmctional approaches
weighted toward inductivity, auillen-
ticity, and leamer responsibility for

leaming.

A t5plcal form of text manipulation is text rpconsnrc-
tion, with activities likecqnputer-generated clee passages,
jumbled sentdnces, jumbled paragrphs, sequencing rasks,
erc. In textrcconstruction, the computer is programmed o
pennute text in some way, urd the sMenthas o restore it to
is originat form. This appoach is bofi economical and
flexible because all one needs is a baaery ofprograms that
will perform the desfuedpermutations, at which pointone can
simply supply additional texts accdding to student needs.

Anotherexample of textmanipulation is conoordancing.
[Ed. note: see Tribble, p. l0 for m6e on concordancing.]
Corcordancing is also ecmomical in erms of time o imple-
ment because it requires only a pogram plus a text base,
whene the textbasecould be theconcatenated sum (or subset,
or superset) of all the texB used for text rcconstruction.
Because text reconstnrtion and concodarrce programs can
easily feedoff the same textbase, they can be combined. For
example, Tom Cobb at Suluan Qaboos University (SQU)
uses concordances as a form of help in his HyperCard cloze
programs - when students want to know more about the
nature of a clozed out word, they can see a concordance of
that word used elsewhere in the text base, but with the word
itself masked. Thus the oomput€r is used o manipulate the

ceirtal text base o provide bch puzzle and tml fuirctions.

There is of course a price to pay for the economy and
ease of maintenarce of atextreconstruction system, and this
is that sndents must always restorc text to its original fonn.
DeEactcs of textrecoutruction often consider itumccept-
able that alrc,rnae oorrect answers arc not allowed; but in
order o achieve this, one could no longer use the relatively
simple Ext rrconstnrction program, but would have o unn
to an auhoring sysbm and program the cunputer to antici-
pate a vriety of alternate conect answets, fuzzy misspell-
ings, and so on. Text reconstruction prrograms "loow" urly
the word q letter ttnt should go in aparticulrplace, and so
can provide feedback to the learn€r amounting to gpdual
revelation of the single corr€ct answer. Again, this can be
done with no effon on the part of developers beyond the
original Fograrnming, whereas o wo* within an authoring
systan to second guess the learner's every move in designing
an "intelligent" feedback system requires an inordinate in-
vesunent in time both for original development and subse-
quent fine 0rning. To compourd tb pr,oblun, an elaborarcly
authored package may have a limiM shelf-life - sirrce the
feedbackis mrique to aparticulr text, itcan become obsolete
when courses change. A text manipulation system, on the
otherhand, can be updated simply bychanging exs. The text
manipulation qproach is obviously flexible and easily
implemened, but is convenience its only benefrt?

TIIERATIONALE

The pedagogical value of text manipulation has been
addressod repeatedly. Generally speaking, srporters of text
manipulation are advocates of instructional approaches
weighted oward inductivity, authenticity, and learner re-
sponsibility for learning.

Whereas recent trends in language leadng mettrodol-
ogy inco'rpcate these elements, not all in the language
learning profession have embraced them, and ther€ are many
who look upor such ryprorches with skeptical interest while
continuing to teach in raditional ways. Nor is there much
empirical evidence to support such ryrroaches; qr the con-
trary, experimental resuls are most clear-cut fa directed
teaching methods wherelearningcan be measured in discrete
chru*s. Tlrcrefore, to ecep arguments in favor of text
manipulilion, you may have O accept that there is an aspect
of leaming that has so fa been out of reach of purely
quantitative experimenal rcchniques, and you have to have
e:rperierced or obserrred these methods at work and decided
that as a result of your experience c observations that you
agree with most of what follows.

INDUCTIVTIY

First of all, a ratiomle for text maniprlation wotrld have
to stress tlte benefiS of inductive lealing. Much has been
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nriuen m this topic; I've always liked o qude Srcvbk's
(1982:13l-2\ r€rnark that "The quali ty of learning that takes
place when we faus our auention only on the items o be
leamed isdifferentfrom (adprobably inferioro) the quality
of learning that is incidenal o something else tlrat we are
trying to do."

Phillips (1980 addresses this point with respect to
CALL, citing research he had previonsly done on sudent
acquisition of language when faused on ancillary trsks. Ths
point of all of this is that, to favor text manipulatiqr as a
viablepedagogical practice, one must accept the premise that
language development follows from surdents'being put in
ttrc position of having o figure out rules or patterns from lin-
guistic daa.

AUTHENTICITY

Secondly, a rationde for text manipulation must take
intoaccount the high &greeofauttrcnticitypossible with this
mode of leaming. The text base iself can be easily derived
from authentic souroes. Johns (1988) develops this issue as
the first of tluee assumptions justifying use of concordancing
for language learning. This first assumption, the imporance
of authenticiry, has in turn three aspects:

a. authenticity ofscrip* thatis, theteacher'srole moves from
that oftext preparation to text presentation;

b. authenticity of purpme: ftat is, "The text should be of
value to thelearnerquiteapartfrom its use in alanguagc
teaching context" (p. l0);

c. and authenticity of activity: 'Vhat is done with ttp text
should be transferable o the siuration outside the class-
rmm where the leanrer is trying to make sense of the
langrrage without the help of the teacher or of teaching
materials" G.10).

The first two of these seem to me to apply equally well
to text recqtstnrction as to ooncGdancing. The last one is
d€batabb in the case of text roconstruction; however, Johns
argues that text reconstruction is transferable "in the sense
that piecing ogether coherent text from disconnected ideas
or minimal clues lies very close to the heart of language
leaming and language use" (p.ll).

LEARNER R,ESPONSIBILITY FOR LEARNING

A third position taken by advocates of text manipuliation
is that ttrcre is value in learners' taking responsibility for their
own leaming. Continuing with Johns' assumptions justify-
ing use of conccdancing for language learing, the second
and third deal with this strift of responsibility from teachero
stu&nL

A related assumption is that'"Ttp effectiveness of the
rcacher is potentially greatest when he or she is most at risk"
(p. I l). An inleresting corollary o this is that "itis the teacher
who most sedulously avoids risk who is, in fact, in the
geatest dang€r of being supplanted by the new technology"
(p.12). Teachers akerisks when they allow their snrdens o
use text rnanipulation in is puzde form, because the teacher
may not Lnow tlrc one correct answer, and in its tool form,

because teacherscannotpredictwhatprrogram outrut willbe.
Terchers become facilitatcs of the process of discovery
made by snrdents, but cede conrol over that pocess.

In practice,surdentsand teaclprs may be urrcomfortable
with this state of affain and prefer o remain in their tadi-
tional roles; certainly there must be a conscious effort to
educate (or at least inform) snrdents and teachers in what is
expected of them in the new roles they assume when re.spon-
sibility shifts. When these roles are fittle understmd, wlren
studenB ard teaches approach text manipulation with re-
versed assumptions about where respqsiUitity for leaming
lies, then the result may be unsatisfrctory.

Johns' thirdassumption justifying use of concordancing
deals wift meuphors for lerning. Among ttre metaphors for
cmsideration are the hy@ennic needle (where leadng is
injected), gymnastics (involving exercises and drills), and
tle swimmingpool (immersion). The metaphorwhich Johns
believes best applies o text manipulatiur, however, is the re-
search meaplnr.

According to Johns, the research metaphor has four
consequences for language learning. These are:

First, itentails a shift in the traditional division of roles
berween surdent and teacher, with the sndent now taking on
more responsibility for his or her learning, and the teacler
acting as research director and collaboratcratlrer than fans-
miuer of knowledge. Secord, it implies a greater degree of
awreness of languageandhow language operarcs on theprt

I-earners exhibit
imagination when

intelligence and
given control over

their leaming.

of the leamerthan wouldbeallowed in behavioristmodels of
language lerning. Third, it is cnrcialthatthe insights gairpd
through research activities notrernain at the level of 'lnow-
ing about' the language, but have direct pay-off in terms of
use of the language and ability !o communicate in it And
fourth, it requires that the learner have available appropriate
research tools (p.14).

In Johns ( 1989), this research metaphorresurfrces under
the name datadriven learning (DDL).DDL is an approrch
which attempts to build leamers' competence by giving them
access o the facs of linguistic performance. As Johns puts
it, "We simply provide the evidence needed !o answer the
leamer's questions, and rely on the learner's intelligerrce to
find answers" @.2). Although ttris holds rue forotherindrrc-
tive appoaches to language learning, DDL is distinct ft,om
these in three important ways (p.3):

l.'The teacterdoes notlnow in advanceexactly whatrules
orpatterns the learnen will discover."

2.'"Ihe second main effect of DDL is on the role of ttre
teacher, who has o learn tobecomeadirecorand coordi-
nator of student-initiated research."
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3. *The third main effectof DDL is a revaluation of the place
of grammar in language-brning and language Erching ...
TheDDLaproach... makespossibleanew styleof 'gram-
matical consciousress-raising' (Rutherfud 1987) by plac-
ing the leamer's own discovery of grammar at the centre
of language-leaming, and by making it possible for that
discoveryobebasedqrevidencefrom autlentic language
usg."

John Higgils has become assaiated with y* another
metaphc, the magister-pedagogue dichotomy, which is also
relarcd to this oonaept of learner responsibility. Higguts
suggesb that the pedagogue qualities of computers (slave-
like, unimaginative) can be used to develop the opposite
qulities in sodents, wtrcreas a domineeringly poficient and
intelligent magister would assume (and 

"m 
scrually pro-

mote) the absence of proficiency ard inlelligence in sndents.
In Higgins' words (1988:51):

Themere fact thatthemachinecarries outorders in a slave-
like urd completely uimqinadve way can be a libereing
factorwhen ahumsrbeing comes to use it There are times
when themachine's lackof intelligence showsus thinge we
mightnever have noticed for ourselves srd awakens intel-
ligencc and imagination in people who have had liule
chance to develop them before. This is in connast to those
approaches to language teaching, regrenably cornmorl
which assrmre a teacher who is both proficient in the subject
mauer and intelligent about deciding how to pescnt it,
while also assuming a learner who has rm proficierrcy and
no intelligence.

What Higgins is saying here is tlrat leamers exhibit
intelligence and imagination when given control over their
leaming (on computers), while thereverse is true whentheir
mode of learning controls tllem.

I have yet to encounter a paper present-
ing a cohesive argument counter to the
pedagogical approach inherent in text

manipulation.

THE PROBLEM

Ilaving made such a compelling case for text manipula-
tion, what then could possibly be the problem? The pr$lern
is that those having read this far (who are likely o be
predisposed !o what is pre.sented here, or else they would
have tossed this aside longago) are not the audience weneed
to reach. The audience that is so flagrantly missed consists of
the strdents and their teachers who have no idea why anyone
should be wasting time reading an article on something as
banal and irrelevant !o them as text manipulation.

Evidence of the nonacceptance of text manipuluion is
cunmonly reported. For example, Johns (1988:9) remarks
that concordancing: "tends o divide language teachem into

trro camps. Some havereacted with enthusiasm, afew going
so fa as to write and try orlt their own versions of the
program, often with interesting extensions and improve-
ments ... Others have been puzded by it ... they have failed
to see that it could be of any use to a learner ... This division
has lirle to do with language teachers' alleged fear of
cornput€r techrrclogy, and a great deal to do with underlying
assumptions about ttrc nanre of language leaming and ttre
role of the teacher in that process."

In a separate instance, Higgins (1988:23) describes the
reactim of teachers to a demonstration of computer-based
cloze by Chris Jones. In this incident, the teachers are
reacting to the fact tlnt the cloze program, following the
basic prunise of all text manipulation lrrcgrams, allows
students to replace blanks with only the word that had
originally been in the sentence rather than testing input for
suiability. As Higgins describes ic

I was asonished at the extent to which this shorrcoming, if
it was one, was resented by the teachers present at the
dernqrstration. Themachine was inadequate, rhey felt, if it
couldnot give authcitariverulings on acceptability, if itry-
pearod to mck a 'right' answer as 'wrong.' Many of them
couldnotbring themselves to accept Jones's counter- dgu-
me,nt that the machine's challenge did not iwolve notions
ofrighmess and wrongness in language. The progran was
inviting the leamer to r€store a piece of wriuen text which
had bean created by a particular writer on a patiorlar
occasion. ... Ind€ed the effort of guessing often makes
shdents aware of stylisticvriation urdparaphrases which
they might not notice otherwise. None of this carried any
weight with some members of the andience, who clearly
expected the computer b mLror what tlrey would have
dome in clasg nunely give an abeolute judgment on erch
propoaed Elswer.

The pr,oblem here, as Higgins would point out, is that the
teach€rs who were giving Jones a hard time were failing to
thinkpedagogically. According to Higgins, much misunder-
starding of the appropriate role of computers in language
leaming arises from magisterial rather than pedagogical
thinking.

Furtlpr evidence for either misundenanding or rejec-
tion of text manipulation is found in a recent review of a
batery of tpxt reconstnrction programs (Garrea, 19E8).
Here, it is apparent that the reviewer either did not lnow or
did not agree with the underlying prfurciples suggested here
as a basis fc text manipulation. Acccdingly, she writes:

"Thepedagogical approach is theoverall problem with
this programming. If the activities p'resented in Text Tanglers
apeal to a teacheras worthwhile learning asks, thispackage
may be quite auractive. This reviewer suspects, however,
thatmany teachen willnotwanttheir students to qpendmuch
time doing this kind of task" (p.59). In her conclusion,
Garrefi continues:

"Whether or not teachers use Text Tanglen will proba-
bly de,pend on their assessment of the pedagogical value of
is activities ... Letter-by-letterdecoding of words, sentences,
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and paragraph is not a very communicative or authentic
activity no matter how many sofnvare programs use this
technique" (p.61).

This last remark is diameuically oprposed to Johns'
opinion in the ma$er, to mine, and perhaps to yours. How-
ever, this much of the above is indisputably truq wlpther or
notteachers use text manipulation packages does dependon
their assessment of the pedagogical valrc of is activities.
Unfornrnately, it may not be so much whether teachers agree
with the workcited so far in thispaper, thisbeing only asmall
sampling of the literature in favor of text manipulation, but
whether they loow about it.

I have yet !o encounter a paper presenting a cohesive
argument oounter to the pedagogical aprproach inherent in
text manipulation; therefore it is unlikely that detracton of
text manipulation are rallying around a conmry position in
opposition to this approach. Rather, it appears tlrey are
simply uninformed.

There is some evidence pointing to penistent igncance
of many in the profession to what CALL is all abour Healey
(1989:1), for example, decries "the ease with which Orc lab
can be divorced from the curriculum and become an island
unto ibelf, with one or two teachers who specialize in
cdnputer use and the rest of the saff indifferent !o iL"
Windeaa (1990:8) alludes !o the existence of this "indiffer-
ence" (a symptom of ignorance) when he says, "I rather
doubt whether teacher-training couses for CALL are pni-
marily about computers at all. Their prirrcipal value may
rather be in encouraging teachers to take a fresh look at what
they do in the language classroom."

Perhaps those who reject text manipulation find they
leam better with deductive, rule-based approaches, or that
they prefer learning presented to them in effrciently digest-
ible packets. Perhaps such people have never tried text
manipulation, and don't really think they would like o. In
other words, it is hard o say if such people would automati-
cally benefrt ftrom text manipulation if they ried it, m if they
could be trained to benefit from ir (It is often pointed out in
the literatue on self-access leaming that shrdents don't
naturally and aulomatically ake responsibility for their own
leaming; that they must be guided in doing so.)

This is precisely the problem with text manipulation: it
is quite difficult to convey to casual users the benefits that can
aocrue from ir As was pointed out in Stevens (1989), one
may have fewer than five minutes to make acase for text ma-
nipulation when describing it to the surdent who has just
popped in to see what is on the computers. A more cogent
case can be made !o teachers, but they in Urn must intrerest
students in the opic. If this is diffrcult for experts to do, then
how can we exp@t teachen, who may doubt or misunder-
stand the efficacy of text manipulation, to promote this genre
of CALL with their strrdents? What is really needed to pro-
mote text manipulation is a three-minute spiel that will

concisely state the benefits of text manipulation in a way that
students and teachers can easily undersand and relate to.

CONCLUSION

Predisposition o text manipulation requires rcceptance
of the notion ftatlanguage lerners can benefi t from teaching
materials p'romoting inductivity, authenticity, and learner
responsibility fc learning. Whereas these ideas underpin
curent language methodologies, teachers may tend toward
traditional ways of instnrction, especially when change in-
volves massive retmling and when stdents seem most
comfstable with traditional roles. Particularly where tech-
nology is involved, there is much ignorance, misunderstand-
ing, and "indifference" to pucing ino practice new ap-
proaches to language teaching while acquiring new skills in
operating complex hardware and softrpare. Although text
manipulation is conveniently implemented and consistent
with current language learning pedagogy, is benefis are
difficult to quantify; hence the genre is easily misunderstood.
Education ofteachers and snrdens on theirroles and respon-
sibilities in leaming, and the relationship of these !o CALL,
is a desirable solution to this problem. Gi
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